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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Gathering knowledge about the crystal structures of molecules is one of the 

fundamental aims of scientists. From the determined structures one may get idea about the 

relative positions of the atoms or ions which make up the substance under study and hence a 

geometrical description and pictorial representation of chemical structures in terms of bond 

lengths and angles, torsion angles, non-bonded distances and other quantities of interest are 

possible. One may then try to correlate the structural properties of the material with its 

physical properties. It might be of interest to point out here that in 1956, the British chemist, 

Dorothy Hodgkin, described the structure of vitamin B 12 for which she received the Nobel 

Prize for Chemistry in 1964 which led to the successful synthesis of the vitamin in 1971. 

In a homologous series of thermotropic mesogens containing alkyl chains, type of 

liquid crystal phases formed depends on the chain length. Usually the lower homologues are 

purely nematic and the higher ones are purely smectic, whilst the intermediate homologues 

exhibit both the phases. These properties are expected to have a structural basis. Moreover, 

since liquid crystals may possess only long range orientational order, or long range one

dimensional or quasi-long range two dimensional translational symmetry, one expects that the 

molecular arrangement in the crystalline state will predetermine the molecular arrangement in 

the mesomorphic state [170,185,187,264]. Thus knowledge of molecular geometry and 

packing of the molecules in the crystalline state helps in explaining the observed phase 

behaviour that depends on the subtle balance of intermolecular interactions [170, 174-176,180, 

186,265-268]. In a typical nematogen, the long narrow molecules lie more or less parallel and 

are interleaved giving what was described by Bernal and Crowfoot [169] as an imbricated 

packing and that the transformation from the solid to the nematic phase is characterised by the 

breakdown of the positional order of the molecules but not of the orientational order. On the 

other hand the 'smectic precursors' are found to form layered structures in the crystalline state 

[185, 264]. Although this is true in majority of the reported crystal structures of the 

mesogenic materials but generalization of this observation should be made with caution 

[187,268]. These aspects are reviewed in detail by Haase and Athanassopoulou [186]. 

In Chapter 3 we described various physical properties of a number of partially 

fluorinated phenyl - bicyclohexyl and biphenyl-cyclohexyl compounds and discussed 

influence of molecular core structure, chain length and fluorination on their properties. 

However, we are not aware of any report about the crystal and molecular structures of these 

compounds. It was seen in the previous chapter that introduction of another fluorine atom in 

the phenyl ring of the compound 3ccp-ff resulted in substantial increase of melting point and 
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decrease of nematic phase stability [3ccp-ff: Cr 46.0 (38.5) N 123.8 I; 3ccp-fff: Cr 66.0 (49) 

N 94.1 I]. In order to investigate how the molecular structures of the two compounds differ in 

the crystalline state and their effect on observed phase behaviour, their crystal structures have 

been determined. We also wanted to probe whether antiparallel molecular association found 

to exist in the nematic phase are also present in the crystalline phases of the compounds. 

Compounds of the homologous series 4-(trans-4-alkylcyclohexyl) isothiocyanato

benzene (nCHBT) are also low melting polar nematic materials characterised by low viscosity 

and high chemical stability. Unlike the members of the homologous series of 4-alkyl-4-

cyanobiphenyls (nCB) and 4-(trans-4-alkylcyclohexyl) cyanobenzenes (nPCH), higher 

homologues (112:8) of which exhibit both nematic and smectic phases, members of the present 

series show only nematic phase even for n= 12. Since 6CHBT exhibits nematic phase even 

below room temperature (5-42.6°C) and since these compounds yield simple eutectic systems 

with various mesogenic compounds, they seem to be interesting components for display 

applications [269]. Various physical properties of this series have, therefore, been studied by 

many authors employing different experimental techniques [250;262, 270-276]. However, we 

are not aware of any report about the crystal and molecular structures of these compounds and 

therefore, location of the isothiocyanato group in relation to the benzene ring is not 

established definitively. In this background crystal structural analysis of the eleventh member 

of the series, C24H37N1S1 (IICHBT in short) having phase sequence Cr 39.4(48.1) N 53.6 I, 

was undertaken and an attempt was made to find the effect of the molecular geometry and 

packing in the crystalline state on its phase behaviour and different physical properties. 

Nematogenic cyanobiphenyls are of great interest because of their commercial use in 

liquid crystal devices (LCD) devices [16, 277]. Two biphenyl moieties- one having terminal 

cyano group, and the other possessing terminal· alkyl chain - when linked with carboxylate 

group give rise to an elongated core homologous series viz., 4-cyanobiphenyl-4' -n 

alkylbiphenyl carboxylate (nCBB, in short). These materials have also drawn much attention 

because they are first four-ring compounds higher homologues (n=8, 9) of which exhibit 

reentrant nematic (N,0) phase as well as two types of smectic A phases, the monolayer (SmA1) 

and the partially bilayer (SmAd) smectics. On the other hand, the lower homologues (n=4--7) · 

form only SmA1 and nematic phases [278,279]. Moreover, binary mixtures of four-ring nCBB 

compounds with two-ring nCB compounds exhibit induced or enhanced SmAd phase. 

Induction or enhancement of the Sm~ phase takes place in the form of an "island" or 

"semi-island" surrounded by nematic sea. Reentrant nematic phase is also induced in some 

cases [280]. Crystal structure of the sixth member of the series, 6CBB, was determined 
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previously in our laboratory and the packing of the molecules in the crystalline state was 

found to be precursor to the smecticA phase structure [178]. In this context, 3-D crystal 

structural analysis of the next member (7CBB) was undertaken in order to compare the 

structure of the two compounds vis-a· -vis their meso genic properties. It is worth to note here 

that observed phase sequence of7CBB is Cr 123 SmAt 136 N 350 I, and that of6CBB is Cr 

141.5 SmA1 158.7N 360 I (temperatures in °C) [278]. 

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL, STRUCTURE DETERMINATION AND 
REFINEMENT 

All the structures were solved by direct methods, however, methods of crystal growth, 

intensity data collection and data reduction and refinement of the structures were different for 

the two groups of compounds viz., 3ccp-ffand llCHBT, and 3ccp-fiiand 7CBB. 

Transparent plate shaped crystals of 3ccp-ff and II CHBT were grown from a solution 

of acetone and p-xylene and that of 3ccp-fii and 7CBB were obtained from a solution of 

dichloromethane and methyl alcohol by slow evaporation technique. A crystal with 

dimensions 0.05 x 0.65 x 0.75 mm3 and 0.50 x 0.60 x 0.1 mm3 approximately were used for 

data collection of 3ccp-ff and 11 CHBT on an Enraf - Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer with 

graphite - monochromated CuKa radiation in ro-29 scan mode. A total of 3657 for 3ccp-ff 

and 4772 for llCHBT unique reflections were measured within the range 0 $ h::; 20, -7::; k 

:s;O, -22::; I::; 22 and -6::; h::; 0, 0::; k::; 10,-63::; I::; 64 respectively. Of these, 2205 and 2299 

reflections respectively were above the significance level of 4cr(Fobs) and were treated as 

observed. The range of (sin 9)/1.. was 0.039 - 0.626A·1 (3.4° ::; 9 ::;74.8°) in both cases. Two 

reference reflections (2 1 1, 0 0 4) for 3ccp-ffwere measured hourly and showed 8% decrease 

during the 79 h collecting time, necessary correction was made. In case of 11 CHBT hourly 

monitoring of intensity of reflections ( II 9; II 6 ) showed no decrease· during the 79 h 

collecting time. Unit-cell parameters were refined by a least - squares fitting procedure using 

23 reflections within 36.11°::; 29::; 42.72° and 40.27::; 29::; 41.88° respectively. Corrections 

for Lorentz and polarization effects were applied in both cases. Absorption correction was 

performed with the program PLA TON [281 ], following the method of North et a!. [282] using 

'¥-scans of five reflections, with coefficients in the range 0.703 - 0.968 and 0.794 - 0.977 

respectively. 

The structures of 3ccp-ff and llCHBT were solved by the Direct Methods using the 

program GENT AN from the XTAL3.7 program system [283]. The positions of the hydrogen 

atoms were calculated using the known geometry around the carbon atoms. Full-matrix least-
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squares refinement on F, anisotropic for the non-hydrogen atoms and isotropic for the 

hydrogen atoms, restraining the latter in such a way that the distance to their carrier remained 

constant at approximately LOA, converged toR= 0.072, Rw = 0.061, (!!./cr) max= 0.20, S = 

0.97 in 3ccp-ffand R=0.066, Rw=0.051, (Mcr) max= 0.09, S=1.01 in llCHBT. A weighting 

schemes ofw = [1.0 + 0.01 *{cr (Fobs)} 2 + O.Oll{cr(Fobs)}]"1 and w =[0.8 + 0.01 *(cr(Fobs))2 + 

0.01/(cr(Fobs))]"1 respectively were used. The secondary isotropic extinction coefficient 

[284, 285] refined to g = 707(29) and g=211 (37) respectively. Final difference Fourier map 

revealed a residual electron density between - 0.37 and 0.28eA·3, and -0.37 and 0.34eA-3 

respectively. Scattering factors were taken from Cromer and Mann [286] and Tables for X-ray 

Crystallography [287]. The anomalous scattering of S was taken into account [288]. All 

. calculations were performed with XTAL 3.7, unless stated otherwise. 

On the other hand, a crystal with approximate dimensions 0.4 x 0.35x 0.25 mm3 for 

3ccp-fff and 0.5 x 0.5x 0.2 mm3 for 7CBB were used to collect three-dimensional X-ray data 

with graphite-monochromated MoKa radiation and a Bruker SMART CCD single crystal 

diffractometer. A total of 3331 unique reflections for 3ccp-fff were measured within the 

range- 6 ~ h ~ 6,- 12 ~ k ~ 12,-20 ~I~ 20 and 4589 reflections for 7CBB were measured 

within the range -20 ~ h ~ 20, - 6 ~ k ~ 6, -32 ~ I ~ 32 . Of these, 1398 and 2925 reflections 

were respectively above the significance level of 2cr (I) and were treated as observed. The 

range of (sin 9)/A. were 0.048 - 0.595A·' (1.95 ~e ~ 25.00') and 0.044 - 0.595 A-1 (1.80 ~e ~ 

25.00') respectively. 

Structure of 3ccp-fff and 7CBB were also solved by direct methods and difference 

Fourier synthesis. All the hydrogen positions were initially located in the difference Fourier 

maps and for the final refinement, the hydrogen atoms were placed geometrically and held in 

the riding mode. The last cycles of refinement included atomic positions for all the atoms, 

anisotropic thermal parameters for all non-hydrogen atoms and isotropic thermal parameters 

for all the hydrogen atoms. Full-matrix least-squares structure refinement against \F2
\ was 

carried out. The details of the data collection and refinement were done using the following 

packages: data collection and cell refinement: Bruker SMART [289]; data reduction: SAINT 

[289]; absorption correction: SADABS [289]; structure solution: SHELXS-86 [290]; 

refinement: SHELXL97 [290]; molecular graphics: CAMERON [291]. 

The crystal structures of the four compounds have been deposited at the 

Crystallographic Data Centre and allocated the deposition numbers CCDC 652602, CCDC 

679992, CCDC 637960 and CCDC 689871 respectively. 
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4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS FOR FLUORINATED COMPOUNDS 
3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff 

Important crystallographic data and refinement parameters are given in Table 4.3.1. A 

perspective drawing of the molecules with the atom numbering scheme are shown in Figure 

4.3.1. 

Table-4.3.1 
Important Crystallographic data and refinement parameters 

3ccp-ff 3ccp-fff 

Formula C,,H10F2 C,,H2,F, 

Formula Weight 320.5lg/mol 338.44g/mol 

T(K) 293(2) 293(2) 

Radiation).. 1.5418(A) (Cui<..) 0.71073 A (MoK..) 

Crystal System Monoclinic Triclinic 

Space group P21/n PT 

a 16.293(15) A 5.3715(14)A 

b 6.2777(7) A 10.559(3) A 

c 18.306(4) A 16.891(4) A 

a 90° 86.331(5) 0 

p 96.84(6)" 85.196(6)0 

r 90° 81.938(5)0 

v 1859.1(2) A' 943.9(4)A' 

z 4 2 

Du~ 1.145g/cc 1.19 glee 

F(OOO) 696 364 

Crystal Size 0.75x 0.65x 0.05mm 0.4 x 0.35x 0.25 mm' 

Independent reflections 3657 3331 

No. of observed reflections 2205 [F0.,>4cr( Fob,)] 1398 [I >2cr(I)] 

Refinement method full-matrix least-squares full-matrix least-squares 

onF on F' 

R (Observed reflection) 0.072 0.058 

Rw (Observed reflection) 0.061 0.086 
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Cl8 ccp-ff C6 

Fl 

F2 

Fl 

ccp-fff cs 
F3 

Figure 4.3. 1 Perspectil'e 1·iell' of 3ccp-JJ and 3ccp-ff.fmo/ecules with atom numbering scheme. 

Final positional coordinates with equivalent temperature fac tors. bond lengths and 

bond angles of the non-hydrogen atoms are listed in Tables 4.3.2 - 4.3.4. The average . 
aromatic bond length and the bond angle of 3ccp-ff in the phenyl ring are found to be 1.377 

(6) A and 120.0(4)0
, corresponding values in 3ccp-fff are 1.368 (6) A and 120.0 (4)0

. These 

va lues are in agreement with the geometry of the o ther phenyl moieties reported in literature 

[178,292]. The cyclohexyl groups in both the compounds are in chair conformation as was 

observed other mesogenic molecules [17-L267.293.294]. The alkyl chains are in all -trans 

conformation with mean bond distance 1.5 19 (8) A and bond angle 113.7 (5)0 in 3ccp-ff and 

1.520 (6) A and 111 .6(4)0 in 3ccp-fff respecti \'e ly as found in other mesogenic compounds 

[ 170,175.268 ]. C 1 - F 1 and C2 - F2 bond lengths are found to be l.35 1 ( 4) A and 1.353(5) A 

in 3ccp-ffclose to the observed values in 3ccp-fff[C1 - Fl : 1.344(5) A. C2- F2: 1.354(4) A 

and C6 - F3: 1.354(5) A]. The e are also close to values found in other fluorophenyl 

compounds i.e. 1.347(3) A [183] and 1.363(4) A [184]. 
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Table - 4.3.2 
Fractional co-ordinates and equivalent isotropic thermal parameters 

of the non-Hydrogen atoms with e.s.d's in parentheses. 

3ccp-ff 3ccp-fff 

Atom X y z U,.(A') Atom X y z u .. <A'l 

Cl .8766(2) -.0613(7) 1.0503(2) .063(2) 
Cl 0.417~) 0.6080(2) 0.608Qill_ O.Q78 

Fl .86962(15) -.0879(4) 1.12254(12) .0867(16) 
C2 0.626ml_ 0.5579(21_ 0.557'1ill_ O.Q75 

C2 .9099(3) -.2215(6) 1.0124(2) .070(2) 
C3 0.6526(6) 0.4839(2) 0.4839(2) 0.064 

F2 .9343(2) . -.3998(4) 1.05054(14) .117(2) 
Fl 0.3956(4) 0.6811(1) 0.6811(1) 0.118 

C3 .9212(3) -.2014(6) .9401(2) .065(2) 
F2 0.811QID 0.5845(1) 0.584~ 0.109 

C4 .8966(2) -.0159(6) .9018(2) .0521(19) 
F3 0.0242(4) 0.6312(1l_ 0.631~) 0.112 

cs .8618(3) .1430(7) .9405(2) .068(2) 
C4 0.4639(6) 0.4570(2) 0.4570(2) 0.058 

C6 .8514(3) .1218(7) 1.0143(2) .073(3) cs 0.2501J1) 0.5074(2) 0.507'\m_ 0.069 
C7 .9099(2) .0024(6) .8220(2) .054(2) 

C6 0.231ill) 0.5811(2) 0.581!ill O.Q75 

C8 .8461(3) -.1241(7) .7723(2) .063(2) 
C7 0.4910(6) 0.3752@ 0.3752(2) 0.063 

C9 .8618(3) -.1179(6) .6917(2) .062(2) 
C8 0.5147(8) 0.3787(2) 0.3787(2) O.Q78 

CIO .8659(2) .1088(6) .66149(19) .0516(19) 
C9 0.5506(8) 0.2970(2) 0.2970Gl_ 0.079 

C11 .9279(3) .2362(7) .7129(2) .068(3) 
CIO 0.341lli) 0.2435(2) 0.243~ 0.055 

Cl2 .9111(3) .2310(6) .7931(2) .066(3) 
C11 0.318.!.@l 0.2408(~ 0.2408(2) 0.074 

Cl3 .8848(2) .1147(6) .5814(2) .0510(19) 
Cl2 0.2838(8) 0.3227(2) 0.3227(2) O.Q75 

Cl4 .8272(3) -.0217(7) .5296(2) .069(3) 
Cl3 0.3746(6) 0.1617(2) 0.1617@ 0.056 

CIS .8469(3) -.0138(7) .4502(2) .072(3) 
Cl4 0.397§®. 0.1639(2) 0.163!10. O.Q75 

Cl6 .8450(2) .2137(7) .4199(2) .060(2) 
CIS 0.423~ 0.082'1ill_ 0.0829(2) O.Q78 

Cl7 .9034(3) .3487(7) .4711(2) .075(3) 
Cl6 0.2144(6) 0.0309(2) 0.0309(2) 0.057 

CIS .8846(4) .3411(7) .5508(2) .075(3) 
Cl7 0.1921(2) 0.0269(2) 0.026'1ill_ 0.073 

Cl9 .8651(3) .2165(7) .3405(2) .069(3) 
CIS 0.166@ 0.1081ln 0.1082(2) 0.074 

C20 .8514(5) .4288(10) .3018(3) .102(4) 
Cl9 0.2463("1') -0.0509(2) -0.0509(21 0.072 

C21 .8690(6) .4201(13) .2223(3) .112(5) 
C20 0.0323J2)_ -0.1038(3) -0.103ill1 0.089 

C21 0.0726(15) -0.1827(31 -0.1827(31 0.110 

' 
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Table - 4.3.3 
Bond lengths (A) of the non-Hydrogen atoms 

with standard deviations in parentheses. 

ccp-ff ccp-fff 

Atom Atom Bond length Atom Atom Bond length 

CI Fl 1.351(4) 
CI C2 1.361(6) 

CI C6 1.364(6) 
CI C6 1.367(6) 

CI C2 1.369(6) 
C1 FI 1.344(5) 

C2 F2 1.353(5) 
C2 C3 1.358(6) 

C2 C3 1.365(6) 
C2 F2 1.354(1]_ 

C3 C4 1.393(5) 
C3 C4 1.38415) 

C4 cs 1.383(6) 
F3 C6 1.354(5) 

C4 C7 1.507(5) C4 cs 1.38Jffi_ 
cs C6 1.388(6) 

C4 C7 1.51315) 
C7 cs 1.521(5) cs C6 1.355(6) 
C7 CI2 1.531(5) 

C7 cs 1.51515) 
cs C9 1.528(6) 

C7 CI2 1.51316) 
C9 CIO 1.531(5) cs C9 1.516(6) 

CIO Cll 1.522(6) C9 CIO 1.52816) 
CIO CI3 1.535(5) 

CIO en 1.529(5) 
Cll CI2 1.525(6) 

CIO CI3 1.521(5) 
CI3 CI4 1.517(6) 

Cll CI2 1.519(6) 

CI3 CIS 1.527(6) CI3 CI4 1.521(5) 
CI4 CIS 1.526(6) 

CI3 CIS 1.520(5) 
CIS CI6 1.531(6) 

CI4 CIS 1.509(6) 
CI6 CI7 1.514(6) CIS CI6 1.50916) 
CI6 CI9 1.528(6) CI6 CI7 1.518(5) 
CI7 CIS 1.526(7) CI6 CI9 1.521(5) 
CI9 C20 1.513(8) CI7 CIS 1.515(6) 
C20 C2I 1.516(9) 

CI9 C20 1.50716) 

C20 C2I 1.510(7) 
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Table - 4.3.4 
Bond angles(") involving non-Hydrogen atoms 

with standard deviations in parentheses. 

Jccp-ff JCC!-fff 

Atom Atom Atom Angle Atom Atom Atom Angle 

Fl Cl C6 121.4(4) C2 Cl Fl 120.8(4) 

Fl Cl C2 119.3(4) Fl Cl C6 121.4(4) 

C6 Cl C2 119.3(4) C2 Cl C6 117.7(4) 

F2 C2 C3 120.7(4) C1 C2 C3 121.7(4) 

.F2 C2 Cl 117.2(4) C3 C2 F2 120.5(4) 

C3 C2 Cl 122.1(4) Cl C2 F2 117.8(4) 

C2 C3 C4 120.1(4) C2 C3 C4 120.K4l 

cs C4 C3 117.2(3) C3 C4 cs 118.1(3) 

cs C4 C7 123.8(3) cs C4 C7 120.8(3) 

C3 C4 C7 119.0(3) C3 C4 C7 121.1(3) 

C4 cs C6 122.3(4) C4 cs C6 120.0(4) 

Cl C6 cs 119.1(4) Cl C6 F3 117.~4) 

C4 C7 CS 111.9(3) F3 C6 cs 120.4(4) 

C4 C7 Cl2 114.6(3) Cl C6 cs 122.1(4) 

CS C7 Cl2 108.6(3) C4 C7 Cl2 114.0(3) 

C7 CS C9 112.6(3) CS C7 Cl2 109.8(3) 

CS C9 CIO 113.1(3) C4 C7 CS 112.4(3} 

Cll CIO C9 108.6(3) C7 CS C9 112.7(4) 

Cll CIO Cl3 112.6(3) CS C9 CIO 113.0(4) 

C9 CIO Cl3 112.9(3) C9 CIO Cll 108.4(3) 

CIO Cll Cl2 113.7(4) C9 CIO Cl3 113.IDJ 

Cll Cl2 C7 111.3(3) Cll CIO Cl3 113.6(3) 

Cl4 Cl3 CIS 108.8(3) CIO Cll Cl2 113.3(3) 

Cl4 Cl3 CIO 113.9(3) C7 Cl2 Cll 112.6(4) 

CIS Cl3 CIO 112.4(3) CIO Cl3 C14 113.8(3) 

Cl3 Cl4 CIS 113.1(4) CIO Cl3 CIS 113.6(3) 

C14 CIS Cl6 112.2(4) Cl4 Cl3 CIS 107.90) 

Cl7 Cl6 Cl9 113.1(4) Cl3 Cl4 CIS 114.0(4) 

Cl7 Cl6 CIS 108.3(3) Cl4 CIS Gl6 114.0(4) -
Cl9 Cl6 CIS 110.9(4) CIS Cl6 Cl9 113.0(3) 

Cl6 Cl7 CIS 113.0(4) Cl7 Cl6 Cl9 112.8(3) 

Cl7 CIS Cl3 112.8(3) CIS Cl6 Cl7 108.6(3) 

C20 Cl9 Cl6 114.8(4) Cl6 Cl7 CIS 113.0(3) 

Cl9 C20 C21 112.5(5) Cl3 CIS Cl7 114.7{_4) 

Cl6 Cl9 C20 117.0(4) 

Cl9 C20 C21 114.0(5) 
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Geometry of the 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff molecules may be described in terms of four 

planes: the phenyl ring (1 ), the two cyclohexyl rings (2 & 3) and the plane of the alkyl chain 

( 4). The phenyl rings are highly planar and the three fluorine atoms are almost in the same 

plane. In 3ccp-ffthe dihedral angles between the planes (1 & 2), (1 & 3), (1 & 4), (2 & 3), (2 

& 4) and (3 & 4) are respectively 12'2.1°, 123.5°, 8.8°, 3.4°, 127.8° and 128.7°. In case of 

3ccp-fff the dihedral angles between the planes (1 & 2), (1 & 3), (1 & 4), (2 & 3), (2 & 4) and 

(3 & 4) are respectively 83.2°, 83.4°, 51.3°, 0.8°, 35.9° and 36.4°. Thus the two bicyclohexyl 

rings are almost coplanar in both the compounds as was observed in CCHs [293]. However, 

nearly perpendicular bicyclohexyl rings were also reported in CCNs [294]. The phenyl ring(1) 

and the propyl chain(4) are almost in the same plane in 3ccp-ff (dihedral angle 8.8°) whereas 

they were at an angle 51.3° in 3ccp-fff. In one crystalline modification of PCH8 and PCH9 

such small dihedral angle was observed [295], although a dihedral angle of about 90° was 

found in other crystalline modifications of the same compounds. Dihedral angles between the 

phenyl and nearby cyclohexyl rings are found to be 122.1° and 83.2° in 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff 

respectively which are very large compared to those reported for PCHs [295]. Thus molecular 

conformations are quite different in two systems. 

Length of the 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff molecules in the crystalline state are found to be 

17.30 A and 17.27 A respectively whereas the model length in all-trans conformation is 17.6 

A. Thus both the molecules are in their most extended conformation. 

Packing of the molecules in the unit cells are shown in Figure 4.3.2, which shows that 

in 3ccp-ff system molecules were found to be parallel to each other and also to one 

crystallographic axis. However in 3ccp-fff system molecules run almost parallel to each other 

but not parallel to any crystallographic axis. To get better idea about the nature of packing, the 

direction cosines of the molecular long axis, defined as the best fitted line through all the non

H atoms, have been calculated and are found to be 0.2435, - 0.1570 and 0.9571 for 3ccp-ff 

system. In other words, the molecules are inclined to the orthogonal X, Y and Z axes at angles 

75.9°, 99.0° and 16.8° respectively. For 3ccp-fff system the best fitted line through all the 

non-H atoms, have also been calculated and were found to be 0.3825, - 0.5230 and 0. 7616. 

That is the molecules are inclined to the orthogonal crystallographic axes at angles 67.5°, 

121.5° and 40.4° respectively. 
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(a) 

0 
c 

(b) 

Figure 4.3.2. Partial packing of3ccp -fJ molecule(a) and 3ccp-fffmolecule(b) in the unit cell 

Projections of the crystal structures of the molecules along the a and b axes are shown 

in Figures 4.3.3 - 4.3.4. It is evident that the molecules are packed with various degrees of 

overlapping with the neighbouring ones. Orientation of the molecules in adjacent layers is 

opposite to each other (Figure 4.3.4). Overlaps of the molecules in the neighbouring layers 

are in the phenyl-cyclohexyl groups in one side and in the cyclohexyl-alkyl chain part on the 

other side. This type of imbricated mode of packing is usually observed in crystalline phase as 

a precursor to nematic phase [185, 186, 296]. 
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(a) 

(b) 
Figure4.3.3. Crystal structure of3ccp-ff(a) and 3ccp-JJJ(b) projected along a-axis. 
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Figure4.3.4. Crystal structure of 3ccp-ff (a) and 3ccp-JJJ (b) projected along b-axis. 
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Table 4.3.5 

Selected intermolecular short contact distances 
less than 4.0 A 0 for 3ccp-ff 

Atom Atom Distance Atom Atom Distance 

F2 CS(a) 3.623 C20 C19(d) 3.8558 

F2 C6(a) 3.3275 C21 C14(d) 3.2978 

F2 C21(b) 3.7293 C21 C15(d) 3.349 

C3 C21(b) 3.9093 C21 C16(d) 3.8381 

C21 F2(b) 3.7293 cs C8(e) 3.5563 

C21 C3(b) 3.9093 cs C9(e) 3.8683 

Cll C17(c) 3.9489 C6 C8(e) 3.935 

C17 Cll(c) 3.9489 C6 C9(e) 3.935 

C20 C14(d) 3.9194 C18 F1(e) 3.9705 

C20 C15(d) 3.3273 C21 F1(t) 3.589 

C20 C16(d) 3.5786 C21 F2(t) 3.6186 

Subscripted atoms are at (a) x, y-1, z (b) -x+2 ,-y, -z+1 

(c) -x+2, -y+1 , -z+l (d) -x+3/2 ,-y+1/2 -z +l/2 
(e) -x+3/2 ,-y+l/2, -z +3/2 (t) x, y+l, z-1 

Table - 4.3.6 

Selected intermolecular short contact distances 
less than 4.0 A 0 for 3ccp-fff 

Atom Atom Distance Atom Atom Distance 

C1 F21al 3.442 F3 C13(bl 3.745 

F1 F2(a) 3.519 F3 C14(b) 3.437 

F3 Cl(a) 3.443 C8 F3 (~)_ 3.943 

F3 C2(a) 2.688 C9 F3 lbl 3.586 

F3 C3(a) 3.097 C10 F3 (b) 3.222 

F3 Fl(a) 3.867 C13 F3 lbl 3.745 

F3 F2(a) 2.379 C14 F3 lbl 3.437 

cs C2(a) 3.849 C19 C191cl 3.942 

cs C3(a) 3.399 C19 C20(c) 3.625 

cs F21al 3.675 C19 C21(c) 3.828 

C6 CUal 3.435 C20 C16(c) 3.979 

C6 C3(al 3.496 C20 C19(c) 3.625 

C6 F2(a) 2.922 C20 C20(c) 3.910 

F3 C8(b) 3.943 C21 C15(d) 3.843 

F3 C9(b) 3.586 F1 C21(e) 3.738 

F3 C101bl 3.222 
Subscripted atoms are at (a) x-1, y, z (b) -x,- y+l, -z+1 

(c) -x, -y+2, -z (d) -x+1, -y+2, -z (e) x, y -1, z 
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Intermolecular distance between the neighbouring molecules were calculated and 

several van der Waals interactions were observed. elected intermolecular distances. less than 

4.0 A, are shown in Tables ~.3.5 and 4.3.6 for the systems Jccp-ff and Jcc-fff respectively. 

a C 5 C 6 

C21 

b 
F2 

c 

d 

e 

Figure .u.s 

Different types of molecular 

associations obsetved in the 

crystal structure of3ccp-ff 

Meaning of the symmetry 

relations-

a: x. y- 1. z 

b: -x + 2, -y. -z+ l 

c: -x+2, -y+ l , -z+l 

d :- x+3/2,-y+ 112,-z+ 1/2 

e : -x + 3/2. -y + 112 -z +3/2 

and 

f: x, y+ 1, z- 1 
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In 3ccp-ff six different types of molecular associations are observed: (i) Pair of 

parallel molecules in head-to-head configuration overlaps completely (related by symmetry 

operation 'a' having pair length 19.75A) (ii) Pair of parallel molecules in head-to-tail 

configuration overlap almost completely (related by symmetry operation 'b' having associated 

length 19.95 A and related by symmetry operation 'c' having associated length 21.25 A). (iii) 

Pair of nonparallel molecules in head-to-tail configuration overlaps only in the alkyl group 

(related by symmetry operation 'd' having associated length 29A. (iv) Pair of non parallel 

molecules in head-to-tail configuration with almost complete overlap of the rigid part (related 

by symmetry operation 'e' having associated length 23.76 A) and (v) Pair of two translated 

molecules with no overlap at all (related by symmetry operation 'f having associated length 

36.61 A). These associated pairs of molecules have been shown in Figure 4.3.5. 

In 3ccp-fff also following five different types of molecular overlaps are observed 

between neighbouring molecules as shown in Figure 4.3.6: (i) Pair of parallel molecules in 

head-to-head configuration overlaps completely (related by symmetry operation 'a' having 

pair length 18.80 A) (ii) Pair of parallel molecules in head-to-tail configuration overlap 

partially (related by symmetry operation 'b' having associated length 25.26 A. (iii) Pair of non 

parallel molecules in head-to-tail configuration overlaps only in the alkyl group (related by 

symmetry operation 'c' having associated length 29.34 A and related by symmetry operation 

'd' having associated length 29.20 A) and (iv) Pair of two translated molecules with no 

overlap at all (related by symmetry operation 'e' having associated length 36.50 A). 

As discussed in Chapter 3, preliminary molecular modeling calculations using the 

software Hyperchem 6.03 for windows [241] was carried out using the semi-empirical PM3 

method. Almost similar molecular conformations with molecular lengths of 17.53 A (3ccp-ff) 

and 17.03 A (3ccp-fff) were obtained when the geometry of the molecule, as extracted from 

the crystal, was optimized assuming it as if in vacuo. A single point calculation on an isolated 

molecule of 3ccp-ff as extracted from the crystal data yielded a dipole moment (~) of 3.54 D 

with direction cosines - 0.43, - 0.73 and 0.53. Optimized geometry resulted in a slightly 

modified dipole moment of 3.21 D with same direction cosines. Thus in both cases the 

orientation of dipole of 3ccp-ff molecule is markedly different from the molecular backbone, 

inclination angle being 43°. 



a 

b 

C20 

c 

d 

e 

111 

C14 

Figure ·U.6 

Different types of 

molecular 

associations 

of 3ccp-fff 

Values of the relevant 

inter atomic distances 

and meaning of the 

symmetry relations a, b. 

c, d, and e are given in 

Table 4.3.6 

In case of 3ccp-fff single point energy calculation on an isolated molecule, as 

extracted fro m the crystal data. yie lded a dipole moment ()l) of 3.6 1 D with direction cosines 

-D.39. -D. 77 and 0.5 1. Optimized geometry resu lted in a slightl y different dipole moment of 

3.72 D but with completely different direction cosines - 0.08. -D.96 and 0.27. Ho\\e\·er, in 

both cases. orientation of the dipole is diffe rent from the backbone. being 40° and 16° 

respectively. Thus the molecu lar dipole moments of Jccp-ff and 3ccp-fff molecules in 

crystalline state geometry differ by about 0. 7 D. inclination angle being 43° and 40°: \\hereas 
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in optimized geometry difference in dipole moments is about 0.5 D, inclination angles are 

quite different being 43° and 16°. 

The calculated density in the crystalline state of3ccp-ffis found to be less (1.145 glee) 

than in 3ccp-ftf (1.19 glee). As discussed in chapter 3 measured density in the nematic state 

near Cr-N transition point is also found to be less in 3ccp-ff (1.03 glee) than in 3ccp-fff (1.08 

glee). It was also observed that apparent molecular lengths or fluctuation lengths(£) were 22.8 

A and 24.9 A respectively in 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-flf systems near Cr-N transition temperature. 

On the average these were respectively 1.27 and 1.4 times greater than the length of the 

molecules in the most extended conformations (L). This was explained assuming the 

existence of some sort of antiparallel molecular associations in both cases as was done in 

other polar compounds [170, 176,238,239 297-299]. However, overlapping of the associated 

molecules in 3ccp-ff is more than in 3ccp-flf. Existence of such association is supported by 

results of crystal structure analysis. In 3ccp-ff, the length of the pair related by symmetry 'a' 

is 19.75 A, it is unlikely that such head-to-head parallel pair of polar molecules would persists 

in nematic phase. Rather it is more likely that on melting, shift of the molecules of antiparallel 

head-to-tail configurations (related by symmetry operations 'b' and 'c' having lengths 19.95 

A and 21.25 A) along the molecular long axis may give rise to a fluctuation length of22.8 A 

in the nematic phase. On the other hand in 3ccp-fff, out of different types of associated pairs 

the one having partial overlap in antiparallel head-to-tail configuration related by symmetry 

operation b with length of25.26A0 may give rise to a fluctuation length of24.9A0 on melting. 

Since the magnitudes· of the dipole moments, estimated from molecular modeling, are 

found to be 3.21 D and 3.72 D of 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff molecules and they are inclined at 

angles 43°and 16° with the molecular long axes, overlapping of the associated molecules 

depends more on the orientations of the molecular dipoles than on their strength. In general it 

may be qualitatively said that the difference in molecular geometry and conformations, in 

values of the molecular dipole moments and their orientations, and in packing in the 

crystalline state are probable causes for the observed difference in melting points and nematic 

thermal stability of the two compounds. Results of structural and dielectric studies on 5ccp-flf 

also support this observation [232]. 
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4.4. RESULTSAND DISCUSSIONSFOR NON-FLUORINATED COMPOUND 
llCHBT 

Crystallographic data and refinement parameters of the two ring compound 11 CHBT 

have been presented in Table 4.4.1. A perspective drawing of the molecules with the atom 

numbering scheme are depicted in Figure 4.4.1. Positional coordinates with equivalent 

temperature factors, bond lengths and bond angles of the non-hydrogen atoms are recorded in 

Tables 4.4.2 - 4.4.4. 

Table 4.4.1 

Important Crystallographic data and refinement 

parameters (UCHBT) 

Formula C2, H,1 N, S, 

Formula Weight 371.68 gms/mol 

T<K) 292m 
Radiation, '1. 1.5418(A) (CuKa) 

Crystal System monoclinic 

Space group P21/c 

A 5.5539(1 1)A 

B 8.134I(JO)A 

c 51.494(5)A 

a 90.0° 

p 91.127(14)0 

y 90.0"" 

v 2325.8(6)A' 

z 4 

D"' 1.06lg/cc 

F(OOO) 816 

Crystal Size 0.50 x 0.60 x 0.1 mm' 

Independent reflections 4772 

No. of observed reflections 2299 

Refinement method full-matrix least-squares on F 

R (Observed reflection) 0.066 

Rw (Observed reflection) 0.051 



11~ 

C2 CJ 

ce C5 

Figure 4.4.1. Perspective view of II CHBT molecule with atom numbering scheme. 

Table -~A.2 
Fractional co-ordinate and equivalent i otropic thermal parameters of the 

non-Hydrogen atoms with e.s.d's in parentheses (llCHBT). 

Atom X ,, z _U.a(A 1) Atom \ ) z l"~(A z> 

C l 1.2720(9) - .0 194(6) .25123(9) .088(3) C l 6 .5589(9) -.0609(7) .39856( 10) .094(4) 

N13 1.3980(8) -.0202(6) .22798(8) . 122(3) C l7 .6013(10) .0583(8) .t20~6( 10) .096(4) 

C l4 1.5009(9) -.0488(6) .2097 1( 10) .099(4) C IS .41~9(9) .0~84{7) .t41 60(9) .088(3) 

S IS 1.6357(4) -.076 1 (2) . 1 8~ 1 6(~ ) .1776( 17) C l9 ..1~56( 10) . 1727(7) ..1630~(10) .09 1(4) 

C2 1.0684( I 0) .0748(8) .25341( 10) . 111 (4) C20 .2561 (9) . 1663(7) .48363( I 0) .088(4) 

C3 .9420(9) .0696(7 ) .27592( 10) . 100(4) C2 1 .2847(9) .29 11(7) .505 11( 10) .092(4 ) 

C4 1.0 119(7) -.0257(5) .29689(8) .075(3) C22 .0973(9) .2849(7) .52578( I 0) .090(4) 

cs 1.2210(8) -.1 184(6) .29422(9) .085(3) C23 . 1241 ( 10) .t096(7) .54691( 10) .096(4) 

C6 1.350 I (8) - . 1140(6) .27163( 10) .089(3) C24 -.0586( 10) .4030(7) .56793( II l 097(4 ) 

C7 .8608(8) -.0301(6) .32097(9) .086(3) C25 -.0322( 13) .5304(9) .5887 1(12) .116(5) 

CS .9267( 11 ) . 1027(7) .3 ~027( I 0) .098(~) C26 -.2127(16) .52 19( 12) .61008( 17) 134(6) 

C9 .7595( I I ) . 1045(7) .36352( I 0) .096(4) C ll .6844( 13) -. 1951(8) .35724(12) .II 0(5) 

C IO .7383(8) -.0616(6) .37667(9) .086(3) C l2 .85 13( 12) -.1966(7) .3341 8( II l .101(4) 

Table- ~A.3 
Bond len gt hs (A) of the non-H ydrogen atoms 

with s tandard deviations in parentheses( IICHBT). 

Atom Atom Bond length Atom Ato m Bond length 

C l C6 1.366(7) C IO C ll 1.502(8) 

C l C 2 1.372(7) C IO C l6 1.5 19(7) 

C l ~13 1.398(6) C l6 C l 7 1.502(8) 

N13 C l4 1.1 34(7) C l 7 C IS 1.519(7) 

C l4 S IS 1.543(5) C IS C l9 1.504(8) 

C2 CJ 1.368(7) C l9 C20 1.509(7) 

CJ C4 1.379(7) C20 C2 1 1.507(8) 

C4 cs 1.393(6) C2 1 C22 1.50~(7) 

C4 C7 1.511 (6) C22 C23 U93(8) 

cs C6 1.379(7) C23 C24 IA99(8) 

C7 CS 1.508(7) C24 C25 l.t9~(9) 

C7 C l2 1.5 17(8) C25 C26 1.504( II ) 

C8 C9 1.529(8) C ll C l 2 1.520(9) 

C9 C IO 1.5 17(7) 
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Table- 4.4.4 
Bond angles (") involving non-Hydrogen atoms 

with standard deviations in parentheses(ll CHBT). 

Atom Atom Atom Anele Atom Atom Atom An!!le 

CI C6 cs 120.1(4) C24 C25 C26 115.7(6) 

CIO C9 C8 113.2(5) C25 C24 C23 115.7(5) 

CIO Cll C12 114.2(5) C3 C2 CI 119.3(51 

Cll CIO C9 111.2(4) C3 C4 cs 116.7(41 

Cll CIO CI6 111.8(5) C3 C4 C7 120.2(4) 

CI4 NI3 CI 168.4(5) C4 C7 CI2 114.4(4) 

CI6 CI7 CIS 113.9(5) cs C4 C7 123.H41 

CI7 CI6 CIO 117.7(5) C6 CI C2 120.[(5) 

CIS CI9 C20 115.0(5) C6 CI NI3 120.0(4) 

CI9 CIS Ci7 114.9(5) C6 cs C4 121.2(41 

C2 CI NI3 120.0(4) C7 C8 C9 112.3(5) 

C2 C3 C4 122.7(5) C7 C12 C11 111.7(5) 

C2I C20 CI9 115.3(4) C8 C7 C4 113.H41 

C22 C2I C20 115.6(5) C8 C7 CI2 110.7(4) 

C22 C23 C24 116.3(5) C9 CIO CI6 112.7(4) 

C23 C22 C21 115.6(5) NI3 CI4 SIS 176.1(5) 

The average aromatic bond length in the phenyl ring of 11CHBT is 1.376 A 

(maximum and minimum values being 1.393 and 1.366 A) and the bond angle is 120.0(3)0 

(maximum and minimum values being 122.7 and 116.7°). These values are in agreement with 

the geometry of the other phenyl moieties reported in Cambridge Structural Database [300]. 

In particular, the geometry of the phenyl fragment agrees well with that of 3ccp-ff and 3ccp

fff, also with that of the 4-cyanophenyl-4'-hexylbiphenyl carboxylate (6CBB) [178]; u,ro-bis 

(4-cyanobiphenyl-4'-yloxy)octane [180], 3-[4-(4'-ethylbiphenyl)]-1-propene [301] (average 

aromatic bond distance being 1.387, 1.382 and 1.368 A respectively). The cyclohexyl group 

is in chair conformation as was observed in 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff, and in other mesogenic 

molecules [172,174,183,267]. The alkyl chain is in all-trans conformation with mean bond 

distance 1.515(8) A and bond angle 112.6(5)0 as found in other mesogenic compounds 

[170,175,178,268,301]. Corresponding values in 3ccp-ff are 1.519(8) A and 113.7(5)0
, in 

3ccp-fff are 1.520(6) A and 111.6(4)0
. Length of the bond (C1-Nl3), by which the 

isothiocyanato group is connected to the phenyl ring, is found to be 1.398(6) A, close to the 

standard aromatic bond length. Observed bond lengths in the isothiocyanato group are 

1.134(7) A (N13-Cl4), 1.543(5) A (C14-S15) and the (Nl3-Cl4-S15) angle is 176.1(5l 

Corresponding values in a di-isothiocyanatocobalt(II) coordination compound [302] are found 
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to be 1.159 (7) (N-C) , 1.636 (7) (C-S) and 176.8 (6) (N-C-S) respectively. Thus the 

observed bond lengths in the isothiocyanato group are somewhat less than the values 

observed in an inorganic compound. However the isothiocyanato group and isothiocyanato 

anion are almost linear in both the cases as was observed in two other compounds [303,304]. 

The length of N-C bond is very similar to the length of triple bond. Antos e.t a/. [305] 

proposed the following resonance structure for the isothiocyanatophenyl group. 

jj~_ .. -0-" El) .. 0 -O=El) .. 
---u-.~=C .~ +-----+ _ ~ N-c-.~:+-----+ 2

'_ N=C .~ 

Thus results obtained from present study lead to the conclusion that the resonance structure 2 

is dominating the resonance hy bride. 

Geometry of the 11CHBT molecule may be described in terms of three planes: phenyl 

ring (1 ), the cyclohexane ring (2) and the plane of the alkyl chain (3). The phenyl ring is 

highly planar like in 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff; highest displacement of Cl from the plane being 

0.009 A. The atoms of the the isothiocyanato group are displaced downward from it by 0.06 A 
(N), 0.25 A (C) and 0.48 A (S). The Cl-Nl3-C14-S15 torsion angle is found to be 167.3°. The 

alkyl chain is in all-trans conformation and found to be planar. Root mean square 

displacement of the atoms from the plane is 0.04 A. Similar conformational behaviour of the 

alkyl chain had been observed by us before [174]. The dihedral angles between the planes are 

60.7° (1 & 2), 32.0 (2 & 3) and 90.4 (1 & 3). Thus the alkyl chain is almost at 90° to the 

phenyl ring. Dihedral angle between the phenyl and cyclohexyl ring is 60.7° which is 

comparable to those reported in PCHs [295]. (PCHs are synthesized n;:placing the NCS group 

of CHBTs by CN group). However when additional cyclohexyl group is introduced in the 

core the dihedral angle increases strongly, for example dihedral angle between the phenyl and 

nearby cyclohexyl rings in 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff (122.1 ° and 83.2° respectively). 

The calculated length of the 11 CHBT molecule in the crystalline state is found to be 

25.63 A whereas the model length in the most extended conformation form is 26.2 A. Thus, 

the molecules are in most extended conformations like in 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff. Molecular 

modelling calculations using the software Hyperchem was done in this case also. Almost 

simiiar molecular conformation with molecular length of 25.4 A was obtained when the 

geometry of the molecule, as extracted from the crystal, was optimized assuming it as if in 

vacuo. Dipole moment is found to be 4.38 D with components -2.30D, 0.45D and 3.70D 

along the three principal axes. Thus the dipole moment is inclined at angle 32.9° with the 

molecular axis. 
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Packing of the molecules of 11 CHBT in the unit cell is depicted in Figure 4.4.2 which 

shows that the molecules do not run parallel to any crystallographic axis but almost 

perpendicular to the ab-plane. To get better idea about the nature of packing, the direction 

cosines of the molecular long axis, defined as the best fitted line through all the non-H atoms, 

have been calculated and are found to be 0.40, -0.19 and -0.90. In other words, the molecules 

are inclined to the orthogonal X, Y and Z axes at angles 66.3, 79.1 and 26.4° respectively. 

Figure 4.4.2 Partial packing of II CHBT molecule in the unit cell 

Projections of the crystal structure of the compound 11 CHBT along the axes a and b 

are shown in Figures 4.4.3. From these figures it is evident that the molecules are packed in 

parallel manner in inter penetrating layers. Orientation of the molecules in adjacent layers is 

. opposite to each other. Thus either there i,s complete penetration of the alkyl chains of the 

molecules or almost complete penetration of the non-alkyl part of the molecules in two 

adjacent layers. Packing may also be described as molecules related by the centre of inversion 

are arranged in parallel manner and these pairs of parallel molecules are packed in inter

penetrating layers, penetration being in the chain part. This type of. parallel imbricated mode 

of packing was observed in 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff and is usually observed in crystalline phase 

as a precursor to nematic phase [185, 186,296]. 
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Figure 4.4.3. Crystal structure of II CHBT projected along the axes a and b 

Calculation of intermolecular distance between the packed molecules reveals 

existence of many van der Waals interactions. Selected contact distances, less than 4.0 A, are 

shown in Table 4.4.5. Four different types of molecular associations are observed: 

Table- 4.4.5 

Selected intermolecular short contact distances 
less than 4.0 A0(11CHBT) 

Atom Atom Distance Atom Atom Distance 
N\3 C5(a) 3.988 C3 C1(b) 3.731 

N\3 C6(a) 3.604 C3 N13(b) 3.833 

C14 C5(a) 3.829 C3 C6(b) 3.752 

C14 C6(a) 3.849 C6 C3(c) 3.621 

C8 S15(a) 3.702 C6 C4(c) 3.977 

C2 C1(b) 3.803 C5 C7(c) 3.893 

C2 C5(b) 3.695 C6 C7(c) 3.904 

C2 C6(b) 3.585 C26 S15(d) 3.736 

Subscripted atoms are at: (a) 3-x, l/2+y, 1/:Z..z (b) 2-x, 1/2+y, 1/2-z 
(c) l+x, y, z (d) x-2, 1/2-y, 1/2 +z. 
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Figure -'AA. DifTerent l )' pe~ of molecular a~SOL I<ltiOn~ Ob!>el'\ed Ill the Cl)\tJI '>lructun: or 
l I Cll Bl Value of the rde\ ant mter awmic di-.tance ... and meaning of the ~) mmetr) relations a. 

b. c and d are gi' en m Table -'A.5. 

(i) Pair or molecules in hcad-to-tail configuration O\\?rlaps onl~ in the i:.tllhJOc)c.mato phen~l 

group (related b~ s~ mmctry operation 'a' ha\ ing pair length ~3.1 .\ and !>~ mmctr) opcr::nion 

'b' havi ng pair length ~1.0 ;\). (ii) 7\lolccules ofthe pair in head-to-head conliguration merlap 

almost completely (re lated b) ~) mmctr~ operation 'c' ha\ ing assoctated kngth 28.33 A) and 

in other ca e there i::. no O\crlap at all (related b) S) mmctr) operation 'J ha\ mg associated 

length 53.1 A). These associated pairs or molecules ha' c been s h O\\ n in Figure -'.·t-'. 
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From previous X-ray measurements in our laboratory, apparent length of the 

molecules ([) was found to be 32.0 A when the compound goes to nematic phase on melting 

[239], compared to 26.2 A obtained from the model in most extended conformatioiL To 

explain this usually the idea of existence of anti parallel dimer is invoked. Although the length 

of the pair related by symmetry 'c' is nearer to the observed l value in the nematic phase, it is 

unlikely that such parallel pair of polar molecules would persists in nematic phase. Rather it is 

more likely that on melting, due to less steric hindrance, shift of the molecules of anti-parallel 

configuration along the molecular long axis will give rise to a configuration consistence with 

the observed structure in nematic phase. Such anti-parallel bimolecular association is found to 

exist in both solid and mesophases in cyanobiphenyls (nCB or nOCB) or other polar 

compounds [170,238,239,297,299,306]. No such association is observed in non-polar systems 

from both X-ray [100,243,244] and dielectric studies [130,245,246]. 
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4.5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS FOR NON-FLUORINATED COMPOUND 
7C.BB 

Crystallographic data and refmement parameters of the four ring compound 7CBB 

have been presented in Table 4.5.1. A perspective drawing of the molecules with the atom 

numbering scheme are depicted in Figure 4.5.1. Positional coordinates with equivalent 

temperature factors, anisotropic thermal parameters, bond lengths and bond angles of the non

hydrogen atoms are recorded in Tables 4.5.2- 4.5.5. 

Table 4.5.1 

Important Crystallographic data and refinement 

parameters of7CBB 

Fonnula C33 H31 N1 02 

Fonnula Weight 473.59 g/mol 

T(K) 293(2) 
Radiation, A. 0.71073 (A) (MoKa) 

Crystal System Monoclinic 

Space group P21/c 

a 16.9546(53)A 

b 5.5912(18)A 

c 27.53 87(86)A 

a 90.0" 

13 93.986(6)" 

y 90.0" 

v 2604.26( 18)N 

z 4 

Dca~ 1.208 glee 

F(OOO) 1007.9 

Crystal Size 0.50 x 0.50 x 0.2 mm' 

Independent reflections 4589 

No. of observed reflections 2925 [I> 2cr(I)] 

Refinement method full-matrix least - squares on F" 

R (Observed reflection) 0.057 

Rw (Observed reflection) 0.142 
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N1 
C1 

Figure 4.5. / . Perspecti\·e \'iew of7CBB molecule with atom numbering scheme. 

Table 4.5.2 
Fractional co-ord inates and equi valent isotropic parameters of the non-Hydrogen 

atoms wi th e.s.d" s in parentheses (7CBB). 

Atom X .... z u.a(A 2) Atom A y z u.,,LA_1_ 
N l 0.97 133( 1-1 ) 0.56-1 50(45 ) 0.78808(8) 0.096 C l 7 0.47724( 12) 1.04380{37) 0.30520(7) 0.055 

C l 0.928 12( 1-1) 0.57812(-14 ) 0.75-1 50(9) 0.07 Cl8 0.42009( I 0) 0.86758(33) 0.29635(6) 0.0-12 

C2 0.872 19{12) 0.59513(41) 0.71248(7) 0.057 C l9 0.41 775( 11 ) 0.68736(36) 0.33115(7) 0.052 

C3 0.87025( 13) 0.4 1956(45 ) 0.67735(8) 0.07 1 C20 0 .-16877( I I) 0.68-1 3 7(3 7) 0.37246(7} 0.053 

C -1 0.8 1676( 13) 0.43620(42 ) 0.63737(8) 0.066 C2l 0.36378( 10) 0.87103(35) 0.25228(7) 0.0-14 

cs 0.7643 1( 11 ) 0.62-1 56(34) 0.63072(7) 0.044 C22 0.363 73( 13) 1.05 145( 43) 0.2 1803(8) 0.067 

C6 0.76708( 13) 0.79579(40) 0.66693(8) 0.065 C23 0.31045( 1-1) 1.05358(48 ) 0. 17762(8) 0.076 

C 7 0.820 15( 14) 0.78225(-13) 0.70713(8) 0.07 C24 0.25488( 13) 0.87675(49) 0.16908(8) 0.065 

C8 0. 70929( I I) 0.64270(34) 0.586 11 {7) 0.045 C25 0.25600( 14) 0.69676(49) 0.20244(9) 0.078 

C9 0.70825( 14) 0.-17245(40) 0.54961 (8) 0.068 C26 0.30863( 14) 0.69340(43) 0.24285(8) 0.07 

CIO 0.66027( 14 ) 0.-19358(42) 0.507 12(8) 0.07 C27 0. 19432( 16) 0.88295(63) 0.12610(9} 0.093 

Cl l 0.6 1207( I I) 0.68652(39) 0.50088(7) 0.053 C28 0. 11 84(2) 0.9982( 14) 0.1375( I) 0.081 

C l2 0.60949( 13) 0.85577(43) 0.53644(8) 0.066 C28A 0. 12 19(6) 0.8256(42) 0.1291(4} 0.062 

C l3 0.65788( 12) 0.83259(4 I) 0.57866(8) 0.062 C29 0.0502(5) 0.9958( 16) 0.0985(4) 0.07 

0 1 0.63630( I 0) 0.998 12(33) 0.43035(5) 0.085 C29A 0.0647( 10) 0.8943(67) 0.0854(6) 0.101 

02 0.56232(8) 0.70323(27) 0.45781(5) 0.062 C30 0.003 13( 17) 0.75475(55) 0.090 16( I 0) 0.088 

C l 4 0.58111 ( 12) 0.86 722(39) 0.42421 (7) 0.053 C31 -0.05609( I-I ) 0.75725(47) 0.04597(9) 0.076 

CIS 0.52487( I I) 0.86135(34) 0.38061(7) 0.045 C32 -0. I 08 1 0( 17) 0.54386(51) 0.04014(11) 0.093 

C l6 0.52876( 12) 1.0409 1 (3 8) 0.34621(7) 0.056 C33 -0.16337( 18) 0.547 18(6 1) -0.00522( II 0. 112 
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Table 4.5.3 
Anisotropic thermal parameters of the 

Non-Hydrogen atoms with the e.s.d's in parantheses. 

The temperature factor is of the form 

exp[-21t2(U11h2a*2+U22k2b*2+U331'c*2+2U12hka*b*+U13hla*c*+2Uz3klb*c*) 

Atom Uu Un u33 U23 U13 U1z 
N(l) 0.097(2) 0.111(2) 0.077(1) -0.017(1) -0.041(1) 0.009(1) 
C(l) 0.070(2) 0.076(2) 0.063(1) -0.013(1) -0.014(1) 0.006(1) 
C(2) 0.053(1) 0;067(1) 0.050(1) -0.012(1) -0.008(1) 0.008(1) 
C(3) 0.066(1) 0.076(2) . 0.070(2) 0.019(1) -0.019(1) -0.002(1) 

C(4) 0.070(1) 0.068(2) 0.059(1) 0.017(1) -0.013(1) -0.013(1) 
C(S) 0.045(1) 0.046(1) 0.042(1) -0.005(1) 0.001(1) 0.005(1)_ 
C(6) 0.076(1) 0.055(1) 0;062(1) 0.010(1) -0.016(1) -0.008(1) 

C(7) 0.087(2) 0.065(2) 0.056(1) 0.001(1) -0.020(1) -0.011(1) 
C(8) 0.045(1) 0.046(1) 0.043(1) -0.004(1) 0.001(1) 0.004(1) 
C(9) 0.087(2) 0.050(1) 0.064(1) 0.015(1) -0.021(1) -0.008(1) 

C(lO) 0.093(2) 0.057(1) 0.057(1) 0.006(1) -0.022(1) -0.012(1) 

COil 0.049(1) 0.061(1) 0.047(1) -0.008(1) -0.009(1) O.OOilll_ 
C(12) 0.062(1) 0.074(2) 0.059(1) 0.022(1) -0.010(1) -0.003(1) 

C(13) 0.065(1) 0.069(1) 0.050(1) 0.018(1) -0.007(1) -O.QIO(l) 

0(1) 0.087(1) 0.105(1) 0.061(1) -0.046(1) -0.024(1) 0.012(1) 

0(2) 0.0610(9) 0.0726(10) 0.0510(9) -.0132(8) -.0168(7) 0.0124_(8) 

C(14) 0.053(1) 0.059(1) 0.046(1) -0.005(1) -0.002(1) -0.003(1) 

C(15) 0.044(1) 0.049(1) 0.041(1) 0.001(1) 0.000(1) -0.004(1) 

C(l6) 0.060(1) 0.055(1) 0.053(1) -0.018(1) -0.005(1) 0.001(1) 

C07l 0.064(1) 0.052(1) 0.048(1) -0.010(1) -0.004(1) 0.009(1) 

C(18) 0.041(1) 0.043(1) 0.040(1) 0.005(1) 0.003(1) -0.003(1) 

C(l9) 0.053(1) 0.050(1) 0.053(1) -0.011(1) -0.008(1) 0.004(1) 

C(20) 0.054(1) 0.052(1) 0.051(1) -0.006(1) -0.006(1) 0.010(1) 

C(21) O.Q41(1) 0.051(!) 0.041(1) 0.005(1) 0.004(1) -0.002(1) 

C(22) 0.063(1) 0.074(2) 0.063(1) -0.012(1) -0.009(1) 0.020(1) 

C(23) 0.072(2) 0.095(2) 0.060(1) -0.005(1) -0.010(1) 0.030(1) 

C(24) 0.054(1) 0.097(2) 0.045(1) 0.005(1) -0.004(1) 0.001(1) 

C(25) 0.079(2) 0.089(2) 0.065(2) -0.023(1) -0.024(1) 0.008(1) 

C(26) 0.079(2) 0.069(2) 0.060(1) -0.020(1) -0.022(1) 0.013(1) 

C(27) 0.076(2) 0.147(3) 0.055(2) 0.003(2) -0.015(1) 0.006(2) 

C(28) 0.083(3) 0.085(4) 0.073(2) 0.013(2) -0.020(2) -0.001(2) 

C(28A) 0.052(7) 0.080(12) 0.053(7) 0.004(6) -0.011(5) 0.003(7) 

C(29) 0.069(3) 0.077(5) 0.062(4) 0.000(3) -0.010(3) 0.009(3) 

C(29A) 0.073(7) 0.174(18) 0.053(6) 0.030(9) -0.025(5) -0.020(8) 

C(30) 0.077(2) 0.109(2) 0.076(2) 0.023(2) 0.004(1) 0.027(2) 

C(31) 0.066(1) 0.083(2) 0.078(2) 0.004(1) 0.004(1) 0.017(1) 

C(32) 0.104(2) 0.080(2) 0.096(2) -0.002(2) 0.034(2) 0.000(2) 

C(33) 0.103(2) 0.132(3) 0.102(2) -0.034(2) 0.019(2) -0.032(2) 
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Table - 4.5.4 
Bond lengihs (A) of the non-Hydrogen atoms 

with standard deviations in parentheses(7CBB). 

Atom Atom Bond length Atom Atom Bond length 
C27 C28 1.492(6) c 15 C20 1.380(3) 

C27 C28A 1.277(13) c 15 c 14 1.48](3) 

C27 C24 1.512(4) c 15 C16 1.385(3) 

C29 C28 1.522(12) c 17 C16 1.379(3) 
C29 C29A 0.72(4) Cll c 12 1.365(4) 

C28 C28A 1.00(3) Cll c 10 1.357(4) 

C29A C30 1.32(3) c 14 01 1.191(3) 

C6 cs 1.381(3) C2 C7 1.370(4) 

C6 C7 1.379(4) C2 C3 1.377(4) 

c 18 C21 1.491(3) C2 C1 1.447(4) 

c 18 c 19 1.393(3) C22 C23 1.384(4) 

c 18 c 17 1.391(3) C24 C23 1.375(4) 

C21 C22 1.381(4) C24 C25 1.362(4) 

C21 C26 1.376(4) C3 C4 1.380(4) 

C8 cs 1.493(3) c 12 C13 1.382(4) 

C8 C9 1.384(3) C1 N1 1.142(4) 

C8 c 13 1.380(3) c 10 C9 1.383(4) 

02 Cll 1.410(3) C26 C25 1.377(4) 

02 c 14 1.356(3) C30 C31 1.523(4) 

cs C4 1.382(3) C31 C32 1.486(4) 

C19 C20 1.381(3) C32 C33 1.509(5) 

From Figure 4.5.1 it is seen that two carbon atoms (C28 and C29) of the alkyl chain of7CBB 

molecule are in considerable disordered condition. Major occupancy factors for the two atoms 

are 78% and 66%, respectively. No such disordering..-is observed in the lower homologue. 

6CBB or in any of the previous compounds reported here. 

The average aromatic bond lengths and bond angles in the phenyl rings are listed in Table 

4.5.6 for comparison. It is found that in the phenyl rings of 7CBB, average bond lengths are 

less by about 4cr compared to 6CBB values, however, average bond angles in both the cases 

are same. These values are in agreement with 3ccp-ff, 3ccp-fff and 11 CHBT, also with the 

geometry of the other biphenyl moieties reported in Cambridge Structural Database [300] and 

in other mesogenic compounds [180,292,301,307-309]. 
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Table4.S.S 
Bond angles(0

) involving non-Hydrogen 
Atoms with standard deviations in parentheses(7CBB). 

Atom Atom Atom Bond Atom Atom Atom Bond 
an~les angle 

C2 CI NI 179.0(3) CI9 CIS CI7 116.4(2) 
C2 C3 C4 119.7(3) CI9 C20 CIS 120.7(2) 
C3 C2 CI 119.8(3) C20 CIS CI4 123.1(2) 
cs C6 C7 121.9(3) C20 CIS CI6 118.3(2) 
cs C8 C9 121.8(2) C2I CIS CI9 121.5(2) 
cs C8 CI3 121.8(2) C2I CIS CI7 122.1(2) 
cs C4 C3 122.6(3) C2I C22 C23 121.7(3) 
C6 cs C8 122.3(2) C2I C26 C2S 122.4(3) 
C6 cs C4 116.3(2) C22 C2I C26 115.5(2) 
C6 C7 C2 120.5(3) C22 C23 C24 122.2(3) 
C7 C2 C3 119.0(2) C23 C24 C2S 116.0(3) 
C7 C2 CI 121.2(3) C24 C2S C26 122.2(3) 
cs cs C4 121.3(2) C27 C28 C29 118.2(6) 
C8 C9 CIO 122.2(3) C27 C28 C28A 57.7(7) 
C8 CI3 CI2 122.0(3) C27 C28A C28 81.1(13) 
C9 C8 C13 116.4(2) C27 C24 C23 122.5(3) 
Cll 02 CI4 117.6(2) C27 C24 C2S 121.4(3) 
Cll CI2 CI3 119.5(3) C28 C27 C28A 41.2(11) 
Cll CIO C9 119.3(3) C28 C27 C24 113.2(3) 
C12 Cll ClO 120.6(2) C28 C29 C29A 95.3(16) 
C14 CIS CI6 118.7(2) C28A C27 C24 123.2(6) 
CIS CI4 01 125.7(2) C29 C28 C28A 83.2(9) 
CIS CI6 C17 120.7(2) C29 C29A C30 96.6(18) 
CIS C2I C22 122.4(2) C29A C30 C3I 113.4(9) 
CIS C2I C26 122.2(2) C30 C3I C32 115.6(3) 
C18 C19 C20 122.0(2) C3I C32 C33 114.2(3) 
CIS CI7 CI6 121.9(2) 

The CO double bond and single bonds in carboxylate group are almost same in the 

two compounds as shown in Table 4.5.6. However, appreciably different values were 

observed in cholesteryl 6[4-(4-pentyloxyphenylethynyl) phenoxy] hexanoate [181], the 

respective bonds being 1.130(15) A and 1.367 A (mean value). A value of 1.385(2) A for the 

single bond was observed in a,ro-bis(4-cyanobiphenyl-4'-yloxy)octane [180]. The CN triple 

bond (C1-N1) is found to be 1.142(4) A and the angle C2-Cl-N1 is. 179.0(3)0
, and 

corresponding values in 6CBB are 1.137(5) A and 178.3(4)0
, respectively. Observed values in 

the above octane compound [180] are, respectively, 1.141(2) A and 178.9°, in 50CB these are 

1.132(3) A and 178.5° [170]. Thus the observed bond distances and angles in 6CBB and 

7CBB mostly agree with the values reported in other similar mesogenic materials .. 
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Table 4.5.6 

Comparison of selected bond lengths (A) and bond angles(') 

in 6CBB and 7CBB 

Average bond lengths Average bond angles 

Phenyl rings 6CBB 7CBB 6CBB 7CBB 

I 1.387(5) 1.378(4) 120.0(3) 120.0(3) 
2 1.389(5) 1.375(4) 120.0(3) 120.0(3 
3 1.386(6) 1.385(3) 120.0(3) 120.0(3 
4 1.386(6) 1.376(6) 120.0(3) 120.0(3 

Bond lengths Bond angles (C-C-N) 

Cyanogroup 6CBB 7CBB 6CBB 7CBB 

C=N(C1-N1) 1.137(5) 1.142(4) 178.3(4)0 179.0(3)0 

Bond lengths 

Carboxyl group 6CBB 7CBB 

C=O (C13 =01) 1.197(3) 1.191(3) 
C- 0 (C13 - 02) 1.358(3) 1.356(3) 
C- 0 (03- C14) 1.412(3) 1.410(3) 

Geometry of the 7CBB molecules may also be described in terms of the four 

phenyl ring planes, and their numbering scheme is shown in Figure 4.5.1. All the phenyl 

rings are found to be planar (highest displacement of C8 from benzene ring 2 being 0.012 A) 

as was observed in 6CBB and in 3ccp-ff, 3ccp-fffand 11CHBT. The C1 and N1 atoms of the 

cyano group are displaced downward by 0.005 A and upward by 0.14 A respectively from the 

nearest phenyl ring 1. The atoms of the - COO group lie, as in 6CBB, closer to the plane of 

ring 3 than the ring 2. Like the two ring cyanobiphenyl compounds, the two biphenyl rings in 

7CBB are almost coplanar, which is not true in 6CBB. For example, in 4'- n- pentyloxy- 4-

biphenyl carbonitrile (50CB) [170] the dihedral angle between the two benzene rings is 0.8°, 

and in 3-[4-(4'-ethylbiphenyl)]-1-propene [301] it is 1.5°. It is observed that in 7CBB, the 

angles between the planes of the rings 1&2, 1&3, 1&4, 2&3, 2&4 and 3&4 are, respectively 

4.6°, 63.6°, 61.7°, 63.5°, 61.7°, and 2.3°. On the other hand, in 6CBB, the corresponding 

angles are respectively 33.2°, 79.9°, 62.2°, 46.7°, 84.6°, and 38.0°. Thus the rigid core 

geometry is quite different in the two molecules. However, this is not quite unusual. In 4-

cyamo]phenyl.-4'·-hejptylbe:nzo•ate [268], where the two phenyl rings are linked by the spacer 

~rh<)xvlate group, the observed dihedral angle is 47.5°. Similar values are found in other 

benzoates [310-312], though coplanar benzene rings along with the carboxylate group 

been reported [313]. 
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The length of the 7CBB molecule in the crystalline state is found to be 28.47 A ( Nl

H29B) whereas the model length in the most extended form is 31.8 A. Disordering in alkyl 

chain and slightly bow-shaped nature of the molecule may be responsible for this difference 

in lengths. The corresponding lengths for 6CBB are 27.83 A and 30.6 A, respectively. 

For 7CBB molecules, packing in the unit cell is shown in Figure 4.5.2. The direction 

cosines of the molecular long axis, defined as the best fitted line through all the atoms, are 

found to be 0.61, -0.042, and 0.79. Thus the long axis of the 7CBB molecules is inclined to 

the orthogonal X, Y, and Z axes at angles 53.4°, 92.4°, and 37.8°, respectively. The 

corresponding direction cosines of the molecular long axis of 6CBB found to be 0.31, -0.58, 

and 0. 75, and the angles are 72°, 125°, and 41°, respectively. 

Figure 4.5.2. Partial packing of7CBB molecule in the unit cell 

Projection of the crystal structure of 7CBB along the a and b axes are shown in Figure 

4.5.3. From these figures it is evident that the pair of molecules related by the centre of 

inversion is arranged in parallel manner although the space group is P21/c. These pairs of 

molecules are packed in interpenetrating layers and within a layer the molecules are tilted. 

Thus packing of the 7CBB molecules in the 
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Figure 4.5.3. Crystal structure of7CBB projected along the axes a and b 

crystalline state is precursor to SmC phase structure rather than the observed SmA phase. In 

6CBB, however, the crystals belonged to P 1 and nature of packing was precurser to the 

SmA phase structure. Crystal to SmA transition in 7CBB should therefore be of 

'reconstitutive' nature [296], where in addition to the translational motion, a rotation about an 

axis other than the molecular long_ axis is also necessary for the transition. In 6CBB 

'displasive' type transition [296] was observed. 

Table 4.5.7 

Selected intermolecular short contact 

Distances less than 2. 7 A 0 for molecules related 

by symmetry -x +1, -y+2, -z+1of7CBB 

Atom Atom' Distance Atom ~tom' Distance 

C6 CIS 2.543 01 CI2 2.644 
C6 CI7 2.5S9 C7 C2I 2.607 

CIS C6 2.543 C7 C22 2.6SO 

C2I C7 2.607 CI2 02 2.634 

02 CI2 2.674 CI2 CI4 2.37S 

CI5 CI3 2.434 CI2 OI 2.644 

CI7 C6 2.5S9 CI3 CI5 2.434 

CI4 CI2 2.37S CI3 CI6 2.643 

CI6 CI3 2.643 C22 C7 2.6SO 

Atom' represents associated atom 
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Calculation of intermolecular distance of 7CBB reveals existence of several stronger 

van der Waals interactions compared to 6CBB. elected contact distances less than 2.7 A are 

shown in Table 4.5.7, all the short contacts are found to be in the rigid core portion of the 

molecules as shown in Figure 4.5.4. Length of such a ·dimer· is found to be 35.87 A. Ratio of 

the associated length to model length is 1.13 in 7CBB while that in 6CBB is 1.09. thus 

molecular overlap is slightly less in 7CBB compared to 6CBB. In 7CBB, the smectic layer 

thickness is observed to be 30 to 3 1 A. from X-ray study. suggesting monolayer SmA 1 

structure [271 ,296,314]. Centro-symmetrically related · dimers · in the crystalline state 

probably overlap more in mesogenic state after melting to correspond to the observed smectic 

layer spacing. 

Figure 4.5.4. Molecular association obserred in the crystal structure of7CBB. 

4.6 CONCLUSIONS 

Crystal and molecular structures of two three ring fluorinated compounds 3ccp-ff and 

3ccp-fff, one two ring compound containing isothiocyanato group 11CHBT and one four ring 

cyano compound 7CBB have been determined in order to probe structure-property 

relationship. The first three compounds exhibit only nematic phase, the fourth one also forms 

SmA1 phase. Al l the crystal structures were solved by direct methods using single crystal 

X-ray diffraction data at room temperature. 

It is observed that: 

• While ditluorinated 3ccp-ff crystallizes in monoclinic space group P2 1/n, tritluorinated 

3ccp-fff crystall izes in triclinic system with space group P 1; both the non-fluorinated 

compounds 11 CHBT and 7CBB crystalli ze in monoclinic space group P2 1/c. 

• Two carbon atoms of the alkyl chain are in disordered condition in 7CBB, no such 

disorder is observed in the other three compounds. not even in 6CBB. 
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• All bond lengths and bond angles agree well with values reported in Cambridge Structural 

Database and in other mesogenic compounds. 

• In 3ccp-ff, 3ccp-fff and llCHBT molecules are almost in their most extended 

conformations while in 7CBB length of the molecules in crystalline state is slightly less. 

• All the phenyl rings are found to be planar and the cyclohexyl rings are in chair 

conformation. 

• Dihedral angle between the phenyl and nearby cyclohexyl ring decreases ( 122.1° to 83 .2°) 

on the introduction of additional fluorine atom in the phenyl ring (3ccp-ff to 3ccp-fft) 

while it increases from 60.7° to 122.1° or 83.2° with additional cyclohexyl group in the 

core (11 CHBT to 3ccp-ff or 3ccp-fff). 

• From the results of 11 CHBT nature of the resonance structure of isothiocyanato group is 

established for the first time. 

• Parallel imbricated mode of moleculll!' packing is observed as precursor to nematic phase 

in 3ccp-ff, 3ccp-fff and 11CHBT compounds while packing of 7CBB molecules in 

crystalline is not strictly precursor to smectic A structure. Crystal to nematic transition is 

displacive type in first three compounds while that in 7CBB is reconstitutive type. 

• Calculation of intermolecular distances strongly suggests existence of molecular packing 

in a head-to-tail configuration in all cases. From X-ray study the apparent molecular 

lengths in nematic phase are found to be always greater than the molecular lengths in 

3ccp-ff, 3ccp-fff and 11 CHBT, so also the case for smectic layer spacing in 7CBB. This 

might result from antparallel molecular associations due to dipole-dipole interactions; 

however, tPe extent of overlap is found to depend more on the orientations of the 

molecular dipoles than on their magnitudes as a result of steric factors. Whatever might be 

the reason, conclusive evidence of existence of antiparallel bimolecular associations has 

been reported for the first time in both the crystalline and nematic phases for 

fluorobenzene systems and in crystalline system of isthiocyanato compounds. For 

cyanobiphenyls and isothiocyanates the existence of such molecular associations is 

nematic phase well established. 

• It is found that in 3ccp-ff and 3ccp-fff molecular geometry and conformation, values of 

molecular dipole moments and their inclination with long axes, packing and extent of 

overlap of the molecules in the crystalline state differ from each other. These differences 

may be responsible for the substantial difference in the melting points. Moreover, .the 

molecular volume of 3ccp-fff is greater than 3ccp-ff but the molecular geometry is more 

symmetrical. This results in better and efficient packing of the 3ccp-fff molecules both in 
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crystalline and nematic phase, which is evident from the fact that the density in both the 

phases is less in 3ccp-fffthan in 3ccp-ff. Possibly this explains the higher melting point in 

3ccp-fff than 3ccp-ff. On the other hand, the existence of larger overlapping cores in the 

nematic phase is expected to increase TNI· Since overlapping is more in 3ccp-ff than that 

in 3ccp-fff, the clearing temperature of the former is found to be more than the later. It 

may thus be concluded that increased melting point due to more efficient packing in the 

crystalline state and decreased clearing point due to less overlapping cores in the nematic 

state is the reason for substantially lower nematic range in 3ccp-fff than its bifluorinated 

analogue. 


